
NOTICE OF LITIGATION AND REQUIRED PRESERVATION

A well-drafted notice need not be lengthy or filled with legal-ese, but it required to preserve until they are notified that the
litigation hold has.

Parties should seek further counsel if they are unsure of how far their preservation efforts should extend or
where original sources of evidence reside. System Metadata is data involving the architecture of a computer
system, and offers information like timestamps of when file was last modified, accessed, and created as well
as where the file is physically located in the volume. So be sure to interview users and custodians who can
help identify data you need, but also the IT group, which can help you to preserve and collect it. This includes
answering whether or not a computer should be forensically collected. Find people in the IT department who
understand the relationship of the data to the business. Key custodians must receive email and messaging hold
notices, and IT and HR must receive notices to preserve specific machines, devices, and backend systems. Did
the party issue a litigation hold notice in order to preserve evidence? What if Something Has Been Deleted?
Confirm with your IT department that the server storage is sufficient, automatic data purges are disabled, and
that any backups are working properly. More people access the internet via phones than all other devices
combined. In most computer systems, deleted files still live in the unallocated space on a hard drive, which is
where many applications store temporary files while the application is in use. In order to create a reliable and
consistent legal holds process, you will need reliable human guides. Because of these possibilities and, of
course, to ensure a fair judicial process, it is crucial to have procedures in place to handle potentially relevant
information when litigation is reasonably anticipated and to make sure that all employees understand the
importance of compliance. Just as importantly, when a hold is no longer necessary, make sure to release the
custodians from their obligations. You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2. You need not
sort, summarize, or otherwise index these documents. If you use a personal email account to send work-related
emails, you must preserve those emails. The legal hold notice is where the rubber hits the road: the point at
which all parties are aware of pending litigation and the need to preserve ESI for that litigation. Ultimately, the
party that possesses potentially relevant ESI is under an obligation to preserve that information when litigation
becomes reasonably anticipated, regardless of whether its adversary has alerted it of its preservation
obligations. Take steps to ensure that nothing about the data is altered or degraded. In other words, acquire as
much information as possible once litigation is anticipated and build it into a legal hold notice. Otherwise,
they may be unable to comply with their discovery obligations and could face spoliation sanctions. It is likely
not sufficient to simply say preserve all ESI. Thank you for your cooperation and prompt attention to this
matter. But more often, corporate custodians store work product in an area reserved to them on a network file
server and mapped to a drive letter on the user's local machine. If you have any of those questions, then
continue reading. Identifying who should receive the Hold can be a task in and of itself.


